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what to share with every other organization. Furthermore, distinct enterprises have 
distinct and often contradictory definitions and semantics associated with the 
information they store. The situation is thus one of great heterogeneity and requires 
adaptation, extension, migration, and reengineering of the existing software 
components internal to the enterprise, e.g. the production planning and control 
systems (PPC), the CAD systems, and other legacy applications, to both the 
electronic linking and to the proper support of the common goals of the VE entity. 
It shall be noted that a drastic change, such as a complete redesign of a PPC system 
would represent a tremendous effort, and not at all justifiable in market terms, as the 
companies would not easily replace their running systems. 

Basic interoperability functionalities 

An open architecture and platform for a VE supporting infrastructure shall employ, 
as much as possible, the new emerging standards and advanced technologies in 
communication, cooperation, information management, and distributed decision 
making. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the establishment of a set of common reference models 
is a pre-requisite for cooperation between any two enterprises in aVE. 
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Figure 1 - Framework for information exchange 

The adoption of standards, such as STEP, represents naturally the adequate 
approach for an open infrastructure. However, for other classes of information that 
need to be exchanged I shared, different other standards are necessary, e.g. the 
EDIFACT, for exchange of business data. Therefore, the infrastructure shall support 
the interoperation between different standards. For instance, the interoperation 
between STEP and EDIFACT is one of the identified requirements in PRODNET. 

But even when adopting a standard such as EDIF ACT, pre-arrangements have to 
be made among the participants on which subset of messages to use and on which 
particular structure for each message to adopt. 

In order to better understand the information exchange needs among enterprises, 
let us illustrate the main interactions between two nodes in a VE (Figure 2) by the 
following example. 
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Figure 2 - Example of infonnation exchange steps in a subcontracting case 

For this example, let us consider a business process composed of the following 
steps: 

1. Enterprise 1 searches a PART maker supplier; 
2. Enterprise 1 identifies Enterprise 2 as a supplier; 
3. Enterprise 1 sends PART design to Enterprise 2; (e) 
4. Enterprise_2 and Enterprise_l interactively analyze the project, exchanging 

STEP models; (E) 
5. Enterprise_l agrees with the design and sends a "design acceptance" to 

Enterprise 2; (F) 
6. Enterprise 2 sends proposal for the PART production; (G) 
7. Enterprise_l evaluates the proposal and sends a "confirmation order" to 

Enterprise 2; (H) 
8. Contract is signed and sporadic supply is planned; (A) 

9. Enterprise I generates an order entry and sends it to Enterprise 2; (B) 
IO.Enterprise 2 sends an order-acceptance and project confirmation; (D) 
II .Enterprise I can requests "production follow up bulletins" from Enterprise 2; (I) 
12.Enterprise_2 sends the product and releases documentation with 

product; (J) (K) 
13.Enterprise I receives and inspects the product; 
14.Enterprise_1 sends a "reception report" to Enterprise_2 if any manufacturing 

problem is found in the product; (L) 
15.Enterorise I sends the invoice for payment. (M) 
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This example clearly shows the need to exchange business (EDIF ACT) and 
technical (STEP) data. An adequate coordination functionality and interaction with 
the enterprise's PPC systems are necessary in each enterprise in order to "guarantee" 
its proper participation in the VE-business process. 

On the other hand, safe communication is necessary to guarantee the privacy and 
authentication of the business interactions, and federated / distributed infonnation 
management is necessary to support the infonnation visibility rights and sharing of 
production status data. 

Considering more generic scenarios, other additional requirements listed below, 
are also easily identified. Therefore, PRODNET II considered the following needs 
for a platfonn to support YEs in industrial manufacturing: 
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- ED!. The component responsible for the commercial electronic information 
interchanges. 

- STEP. The component involved with product models interchange, based on the 
STEP standard (Schenck and Wilson, 1994). 

- Orders flow and task status monitoring. The component involved in performance 
monitoring. Delays in orders processing, temporary incapacity of a supplier, 
changes in not completed orders, the need to re-adjust delivery times, etc., are 
some factors that point to the need for a more flexible and reliable interchange of 
information among the enterprises, based on the contract regulations. A client node 
wants to know the status of processing of its orders at the supplier's site in order to 
prevent any difficulties for itself. The implementation of a truly Just-In-Time 
philosophy requires an infrastructure that supports a strong clients - suppliers 
interaction. 

- Quality control. The component to deal with those interactions related to the 
quality issues according to the contractual agreements between clients and 
suppliers, e.g. quality records, inspections, measurements and test plans, according 
to the ISO 9000 standard. This functionality can be implemented as an extension 
to a PPC system. 

- Communication security control. The component responsible for the 
communication security aspects, enterprise to enterprise interactions. Reliable and 
safe information interchange is a key point in any VE. This is a strong requirement 
in order to convince SMEs that making business electronically through a public 
network can be efficient and trustworthy. Cryptography algorithms based on 
special techniques to assure privacy and security through public networks, such as 
symmetric and asymmetric cryptography, have been adopted. Authentication is 
based on a digital signature, which allows the receiver to check if the message was 
changed during transmission. Besides that, it can be used to legally associate a 
message to its sender. 

- Cooperation Information Management. The component that organizes and 
manipulates all the information necessary for an enterprise, in order to function 
properly as a cooperative node, if and when it becomes a member in VE networks. 
The necessary information for an enterprise consists of several categories. (1) Self
Information composes of three main parts: fIrst the generaVpublic information, e.g. 
catalogues of the products/services offered by the enterprise; second the 
private/restricted information, e.g. orders, schedules, and status of business 
processes inside the enterprise, needed to be partly shared with specifIc other 
members of the VE network; and third the initialization/confIguration information 
necessary for proper functionality of other components oftheVE support platform. 
(2) VE-related-Information for every VE, composes of both the general 
information about VE's goals, contracts, coordinator, and members, as well as the 
information about inter-working regulations with other enterprises inside that VE. 
(3) VE-Member-Information for every member of every VE, it composes of two 
main parts, similar to the Self-Information, but this time representing either the 
generaVpublic information of that member, or that part of its private/restricted 
information that is shared with this enterprise. 

- Imprecise and incomplete orders management. The component to deal with the 
scheduling and planning of incomplete and imprecise orders. A very challenging 
requirement for a VE-oriented production management system is the capability 
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to support the flow - and the acceptance by suppliers - of incomplete and 
imprecise orders. The growing pressure to reduce the production cycle time is 
originating - and forcing enterprises to accept - orders that are not completely 
specified in their initial formulation, a common situation for 5MBs. However, 
the supplier cannot wait for the order to be completely defined, because then it 
would not have enough time and resources to fulfil the order. Thus, there is a 
need for an information logistics and special scheduling system that helps to 
avoid "hard picks" in the production phases. 

- VB Coordination system. The component responsible for coordinating the 
various activities involved in the cooperation among enterprises. The 
coordination activities are needed both at the enterprise level and the VE level. 

Flexibility and configuration 

Flexibility was identified in PRODNET II as one of the main design requirements 
when developing an infrastructure for VE in the 5MB context. The following factors 
can be pointed out as a justification for the need of a flexible infrastructure: 

• Diversity of VE classes. 

• Participation of a company in multiple VEs. 

• Diversity of roles played by each enterprise in every VE. 

• Diversity of internal management policies and socio-organizational structures 
found in each company. 

• Proprietary information in enterprises / lack of trust. 

• Diversity of rights and duties associated to each VE member. 

• Diversity of contract / subcontract forms and contents. 

• Evolution of support technologies, safety mechanisms and the legal 
framework for electronic commerce. 

The PRODNET platform is intended to support a large diversity of enterprises 
and interconnection modes within VEs. This means a large heterogeneity in terms of 
available / installed services and desired business process management procedures. 
For instance, some companies may want to use all communication functionalities 
and standards, whilst others in a VE may be interested in using mainly EDI. Some 
companies may want a strong human-based control of the interactions process -
something common to small enterprises, whilst others may prefer a more direct 
automated channel to the PPC system. 

Directly related to a flexible infrastructure, there is a requirement for 
configurability in order to support the set up of the infrastructure for each particular 
VE. 

PRODNET and the VE life cycle 

Considering the four main stages of the VE life cycle - creation, operation, 
evolution, and dissolution - the development of the PRODNET infrastructure is 
primarily focused on the "operation" phase and addressing a few features within the 
"creation" and "evolution" phases (Figure3). 
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PRODNET scope 

Figure 3 - PRODNET scope with relation to the VE life cycle 

In specific, partial functionalities such as partners search and configuration tools 
are considered for the phases of "creation" and "evolution". In the current version of 
PRODNET II, no specific support for dissolution is provided. 

THE PRODNET BASIC ARCHITECTURE 

Legacy systems and cooperation 

To support the described environment and coping with the legacy systems in 
enterprises, PRODNET II proposes to build a layer, called PRODNET Cooperation 
Layer (PCL), on top of the existing legacy systems and applications in every 
enterprise. As such, enterprises inter-operate through their PCLs and within the 
PRODNET infrastructure each enterprise is represented by two main modules: the 
Internal Module (enterprise's legacy systems) and the Cooperation Layer, as 
illustrated in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 - PRODNET General Approach 

The Internal Module represents the autonomous unit of a particular company. It 
includes the complete structure of the company's information (databases, 
information systems, etc.) and all the internal decision making support tools / 
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enterprise activities (internal PPC system, engineering tools, and other legacy 
systems). 

The Cooperation Layer contains all the functionalities for the inter-connection 
between the company and the VE. It represents the cooperation, communication, and 
coordination role of the enterprise and works as the interlocutor of the company 
within the VE. 

Each enterprise is therefore represented by a node in every VE network. One 
basic aim is that "nodes" of a VE can exchange necessary information, but at the 
same time, have the guarantee that existing systems at the enterprise may run 
independently from the VE networks. Namely, although there will be joint 
cooperative information exchange within the network, each node can keep its 
complete privacy, independence, and autonomy. 

The computational infrastructure in every node is extended with the Cooperation 
Layer to support the information exchange among the nodes. In order to support 
proper information sharing among the nodes, two interfaces must also be defmed, a 
"mapping interface" to connect the Internal Module to the Cooperation Layer, and a 
secure "communications infrastructure interface" to connect the Cooperation to the 
Internet. 

Supported functionality 

Some of the advanced coordination functionalities are strongly dependent on several 
non-technical factors. For instance, global VE coordination functionalities depend 
on the level of cooperation and trust achieved or desired by the enterprises, which by 
itself is an incremental process for which there are not enough experiences with the 
VE paradigm in the industry to support a precise specification of requirements. 

For some other functionalities there are already some tools in the market or 
solutions are being developed in various R&D projects. That is the case, for 
instance, for logistics planning, forecasting or collaborative engineering tools. 

Therefore, and taking into account the available resources, the PRODNET II 
consortium did not address the full spectrum of functionalities required by every VE 
environment. Instead, a selected subset of functionalities was developed. The basic 
platform includes: 

o Exchange of commercial data via EDIF ACT messages. 
o Exchange of technical product data using STEP. 
o Federated / distributed information management, supporting not only the 

administrative information about the VE, but also the information the 
enterprise shares individually with other VE members. 

o Coordination module, handling all cooperation-related events (execution of a 
local activity flow plan). 

o Configuration module, allowing the defmition and parametrization of the VE 
and the behavior of each particular node. 

o Safe communications. 
o Monitoring op orders and production status. 
o Quality related information exchange. 
o Extended PPC system, adapted to interact with a VE environment and 

including the management of incompletely and imprecisely specified orders 
(along their life cycle). 
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Additionally, the usefulness and implementation feasibility of some more 
experimental modules performing advanced coordination functionalities was 
investigated: 

• Distributed Business Process management, supporting a first level of 
coordination / monitoring of business process execution at the VE level. 

• Electronic partners' search and selection based on both private and public 
directories of suppliers. 

In terms of software organization, some of the mentioned functionalities (EDI, 
STEP, cooperation information management, coordination, configuration, secure 
communications, etc.) deal with basic cooperation services and are included within 
the PRODNET Cooperation Layer. Other functionalities, such as the orders or 
quality management, are intrinsically associated to the PPC system and are covered 
in the project as an extension to the Internal Module (PPC). Finally, the more 
advanced coordination functionalities mentioned above are considered as separate 
modules, outside of the Cooperation Layer, but in strong interaction with it. 

It shall be noticed that not all enterprises will be interested in all functionalities 
provided by PRODNET. Therefore, PRODNET supports the capability that various 
functionalities can be enabled or disabled by an enterprise according to a set of 
configuration parameters. Thus, the behavior of PCL components either as single 
modules or as an integrated system can be configured to fit with the desired policies 
of the VE and each VE member. 

Basic architecture diagram 

Figure 5 shows the basic PRODNET architecture. 
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Figure 5 - Basic PRODNET Architecture 

The concepts of local services and their coordination 

One of the distinctive features of the PRODNET architecture is its ability to support 
different enterprise behaviors through the PCL, according to the needs of each 
company. For this purpose, instead of a fixed control structure, the PCL component 
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is conceived around a configurable workflow-like control approach. The various 
functionalities included within the cooperation layer are implemented as a library of 
services. For each enterprise, a set of these services need to be invoked according to 
the specific workflow plans designed for each particular type of event. Examples of 
such services are: "format message in EDIFACT", "send a message to a partner", 
''parse an EDIFACT message", etc. 

The workflow-based local coordination module (LCM) works in tight interaction 
with the distributed information management system (DIMS). The DIMS supports 
all the information access and management services for both the local node and for 
the requests issued from other nodes of the YE, while preserving the level of 
information privacy and access rights decided by the company. The two modules 
together constitute the coordination kernel in the PRODNET architecture. 

Implementation approach 

As mentioned before, PRODNET targets the SMEs. Therefore, a basic design goal 
was the development of a light and low cost infrastructure, based as much as 
possible on available technologies and components. 

The adopted platform is a PC with Windows-NT. In terms of component 
technologies the following elements were used: 

-EDI: An EDIF ACT engine from Lichen Informatique was integrated in PCL. 
-STEP: The PDM Editor and INTRA VISION CAD viewer from ProSTEP were 

integrated in the infrastructure. 
-PPC: The GEV PPC from CSIN was re-engineered and extended to operate in a 

VE environment. 
-DBMS: The DIMS module was developed on top of the ORACLE database 

system, implementing the functionalities of the federated database systems, required 
to support the specific information sharing characteristics of the YE but partially 
using the architecture of the PEER database system from the University of 
Amsterdam. 

-For the communications module, the Internet and available algorithms for 
cryptography and authentication such as RSA and DSS were adopted. 

-For the coordination module, although it followed the Workflow Management 
Coalition Reference Architecture (WfMC, 1994), the decision was to not use any 
commercial workflow management system. The requirements of openness and 
lightness justified this option to develop a specialized workflow engine for 
PRODNET II. Further evolution of the PRODNET architecture towards a 
hierarchical coordination approach also justified this decision. 

IMPLANTATION AND SOCIO-ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES 

The importance of the socio-organizational issues 

The introduction of a new IT system into an enterprise is not necessarily a one step 
and immediate process. On the contrary, it might be a long process of integration of 
experiences and adjustments to the specific constraints and corporate culture of each 
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enterprise in particular. Similarly, the introduction of the virtual enterprise paradigm 
involves more than just the technology. Indeed it induces the emergence of a new 
philosophy of manufacturing organization, characterized by the redefinition of the 
levels of autonomy of each enterprise (node in the YE network) and, consequently, 
determining the redefinition of functions and responsibilities at the various work 
places of the enterprise. 

A traditional technocentric strategy would propose a focus on the technical and 
technological issues, while the organizational and social aspects would have to 
follow those choices or cause the failure of the project. In the PRODNET's 
approach, however, it was recognized from the beginning that the introduction of the 
virtual enterprise paradigm and the design of its supporting infrastructure should 
also involve the organizational and social issues, in order to allow a better 
integration between the technical and human aspects. 

The consequences of this approach can be reflected at various levels: 
• Reengineering of the internal business processes of the enterprise in order to 

deal with the VE functionalities, namely in terms of the decision making 
processes; 

• Reorganization of the social and organizational structures to fulfil the VE 
requirements; 

• Definition of new job functionality and training; 
• Inclusion of increased levels of flexibility in the infrastructure to support 

different and evolutionary socio-organizational realities. 
The inclusion of a group of industrial sociologists in the PRODNET consortium 

contributed to the elaboration of the following: 
• A methodology is developed for analysis of the AS-IS situation (before the 

initiation of the VE paradigm) and generation of recommendations for the 
WOULD-BE situation (when operating under the VE paradigm). 

• An initial set of recommendations are provided for the development phase 
of a VE supporting infrastructure from three points of view oriented to the 
technologists, the managers, and the employees. 

Multi-step implantation 

Another aspect to take into account when designing a VE supporting infrastructure 
is the fact that the YE implantation is not a single step process. First the limited 
experiences with YEs force companies to be very cautious. They might be ready and 
asking for a basic information exchange infrastructure now, but only after successful 
experiences, they may become interested in participating in more advanced forms of 
joint coordination and information sharing. Furthermore, both the external and the 
internal factors may lead the company to change its policies, decision-making 
processes, and organizational structures. As a consequence, the participation 
behavior of the company in a VE environment may evolve. The steps to be taken, 
recommended by the consortium's socio-organizational group, also take time to 
implement, as they involve training of employees and defmition of new job 
functionality . 

Consequently, both the PRODNET tool set and the VE creation / configuration 
methodology were designed to support a multi-step implantation methodology. 
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Pilot scenario and role of end-users 

In parallel with the design and development of the proposed infrastructure, a 
demonstration scenario was developed under the leadership of the end-user 
companies in the PRODNET II consortium. Instead of deciding on a demonstration 
scenario suitable to demonstrate the developed functionalities, the parallel 
development approach enabled a continuous refmement of the infrastructure during 
the project, to cope with the needs of a realistic application environment. 

The selected scenario involves a virtual enterprise composed by two European 
and two Brazilian companies (Figure 6). The analyzed business processes are based 
on the distributed manufacturing of a bicycle, the core product of one of the end
users. 

Coordlnalor 

Figure 6 - PRODNET demonstration scenario 

This scenario provides a very rich set of requirements for all phases of the life 
cycle of the VE, including partners search, contract negotiation, joint product 
design, orders management, order status follow up, distributed business processes 
management, etc. Most of the identified requirements are supported by the 
PRODNET infrastructure. The interactions among the developers, the end-users and 
the sociologists represented a very challenging and mutually enriching experience. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The PRODNET II project and developed an open infrastructure to support 
industrial virtual enterprises. A set of major guidelines was followed during this 
development, including: the focus on the specific needs and characteristics of SMEs, 
the use and integration of existing and emerging standards and component 
technologies, high level of flexibility and configurability to support a wide range of 
VE scenarios and operating policies, support for safe communications, and 
controlled access to private information. 

Another distinctive aspect of the followed approach was the desire to take into 
account the reality of the target application scenarios. This was reflected in two 
aspects: 
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• The inclusion of a group of industrial sociologists to analyze the 
consequences of the introduction of the VE paradigm in the SMEs ; 

• The strong interaction with the end-users in all phases of the PRODNET 
system development and the early design of a business-significant 
demonstration scenario. 

This approach proved effective in capturing a realistic set of requirements and 
contributed to increase its interdisciplinary view and to build the ''team spirit" 
between the different groups of partners involved in the consortium. 

The target application sector considered for the project was the metal-mechanic 
sector, but the achieved results can be easily applied to other sectors. 
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